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About us.
Joining forces.

In August 2015, 3M™ and Capital Safety - two 
industry leaders in personal protective equipment 
and fall protection - joined forces to bring together an 
outstanding history of innovation and excellence in 
worker safety.

Our first-to-market innovations and high-performance solutions have 
earned us a reputation as the experts in fall protection and rescue. Today, 
as 3M Fall Protection, part of the 3M Personal Safety Divisions, we’re 
better equipped than ever to continue investing in technology and products 
that enhance worker safety, productivity and comfort through our brands 
DBI-SALA® and Protecta®.

Together, we’re elevating safety and comfort to new heights.
The sky’s the limit!

3M™ DBI-SALA®:
Safety without compromise for workers at height. 

DBI-SALA® embodies a commitment to excellence and 
innovation with its extensive range of fall protection solutions, 
designed to keep you working at height; safely, efficiently, 
comfortably. The ultimate in fall protection for any work 
environment.

3M™ Protecta®: 
Trusted, quality fall protection.

With over 50 years experience, Protecta® provides the
complete line of fall protection products you can rely on,
at exceptional value.
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ABCs of fall protection
A typical Personal Fall Arrest System (PFAS) incorporates key 
components often described as the ABCs of fall protection.

B CA

Anchorages are 
a secure point of 

attachment.

Anchorage connectors 
vary by industry, job, 

type of installation and 
structure. They must 
be able to hold fast 

under the load of a fall, 
working in suspension 

or a rescue.

Harnesses distribute fall 
forces over the upper 

thighs, pelvis, chest and 
shoulders.

They provide a 
connection point on the 
worker for the personal 
fall protection system.

Products such as shock 
absorbing lanyards 
or self-retracting 

lifelines connect a 
worker’s harness to the 

anchorage.

Anchorages Body Support Connecting 
Devices

+ + +
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The (A) anchorage/anchorage connector, (B) body support and (C) connecting device - when 
used together - form a complete system for maximum worker protection.
But don’t forget the other important components of a comprehensive fall protection  programme: 
(D) descent and rescue, (E) education and (F) fall protection for tools.

D E F

Descent and rescue 
devices are used to 

raise or lower a fallen or 
injured worker to safety 
or retrieve him from a 

confined space.

We offer a variety of 
best-in-class certified 

training courses for 
work at height and 

confined spaces at our 
state-of-the-art training 
centres located around 

the world.

We can also bring 
training to your 
workforce with 
our specialised 

demonstration vehicle 
providing an excellent 

introduction to fall 
protection.

Fall protection for 
tools helps make work 

environments safer 
and more productive 
by reducing dropped  

object incidents.

Descent 
and Rescue

Education Fall Protection 
for Tools

+ +
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Safety Training
Workers’ lives are on the 
line every day, but ensuring 
their safety starts long 
before the job begins. No 
one understands this better 
than 3M™ Fall Protection. Our 
training is based on more than 
70 years of expertise and 
jobsite implementation around 
the globe.

When it comes to protecting 
your work site, we deliver. 
We offer superior courses in 
world-class training facilities, 
based on standard curriculum’s 
or custom programs specific to 
your jobsite.

Our training services include:

•  Regional facilities to avoid 
extensive delegate travel or 
ability to facilitate courses 
at your own sites.

•  Ability to build bespoke 
course programme’s to 
ensure that training meets 
your specific company 
requirements.

•  Access to and use of 
the widest range of fall 
protection equipment to 
ensure delegates receive a 
broad training experience.

Our comprehensive training 
provides practical, hands-on 
experience across a full range 
of fall protection training, fall 
arrest training and industrial 
rescue coturses at our state- 
of-the-art training centres 
located across Southeast Asia, 
as well as on-site training 
customised to your needs.

Contact 3M at
3mmypsd@mmm.com
for more information.
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3M™ Fall Arrest Harness
Just how important is choosing the right harness?
When you’re 25 metres off the ground, your harness is more than just your safety 
connection - it’s everything. Your comfort, confidence, productivity and versatility on 
the job are all directly connected to the quality of its design and craftsmanship.

That’s why every 3M™ DBI-SALA® Harness - like 3M™ DBI-SALA® ExoFit™ NEX - is designed to enhance 
the quality of your work from every angle. Spring-loaded, stand-up back D-rings that are easier to use.
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The main fall arrest point is located
on the back, positioned between
the shoulder blades. Most harness
would always include a dorsal
attachment point.

Dorsal connection1

Quality, high strength thread and
specifically designed stitch patterns
provide maximum strength and
durability. Its sewn-in quality you
can trust.

Stitching7

Cushioned shoulder, leg and hip
pads keep the pressure off,
providing extra worker comfort
for long hours of wear. In a fall,
they absorb shock and help
distribute your weight. They may
be built-in to avoid slipping or
may be removable.

Padding8

Built in, or retrofit, they are
quickly deployed by the user in
the event of a fall. They provide a
web loop allowing the user to
stand and relieve some pressure
from the legs.

Suspension relief straps9

Impact indicators provide
immediate notice that the worker
and harness have been in a fall.
This feature promotes safety and
proper inspection.

Impact indicators10

A lanyard keeper provides a place
to park your lanyard when not in
use. It prevents tripping and
entanglement for enhanced safety
and will breakaway, saving the
user from potentially high impact
forces, due to ‘short circuiting’
of the absorber.

Lanyard keepers11

The 3M™ DBI-SALA® ExoFit™

Harness Series of harnesses
feature breathable linings that wick
moisture away from your body.
So you stay dry and comfortable
in heat or cold. 

Breathable linings12

Webbing
Essential for the durability and
safety of the harness, webbing
has to be strong enough to endure
rough use and exposure to the
elements without tearing or
fraying. Speciality applications
such as welding can benefit from
special materials like Nomex®/
Kevlar® that  offers high
temperature resistance.

2

Adjusting points
Whether you wear a harness 4
hours a day or 14, it needs to fit
correctly for safety and comfort.
Harnesses with adjusting points
on the legs, waist (belt models),
chest and torso allow a better fit.

3

Leg straps
Depending on worker preference,
leg strap fasteners may be
available in different styles,
including:

Pass Through Buckle
Quick Connect Buckle
Tongue & Grommet Buckle 

4

Pelvic support
A sub-pelvic strap provides
additional support, security and
comfort for the user. Properly
positioned, it better distributes
forces during a fall.

5

Book style labels
Book style labels put product
and inspection information at the
workers’ fingertips. Pages may
include sizing, operating
instructions, inspection log,
warning labels and compliance
information. These labels promote
quick inspection, compliance
and safety.

6

Choosing the right harness
Look for quality in these features when selecting your harness.

Note: DuPont, Kevlar®, and Nomex® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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Types of harnesses
3M™ Fall Protection harnesses are available in different types, 
with various features, depending on their intended use.

This type typically includes multiple 
attachment points for fall arrest, 
(front and back) which allow work 
in a variety of situations.

Includes work positioning D-rings on 
the hips and integral waist pads for 
additional back lumbar support. For use 
with pole straps or work positioning 
lanyards allowing hands-free operation

Either attachment point located on each 
shoulder can be used with a specific 
lanyard or lifting strap for upright 
retrieval from confined spaces. 

Typically have low frontal attachment 
points for use with descent control 
devices and rope  access equipment.

Multi-purpose harness

Confined entry/retrieval harness

Work positioning harness

Suspension harness
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Fall protection harness fitting instructions

STEP 1

Remove all items from your
pockets, as during work, or most
importantly in the event of a fall,
objects in pockets can become
trapped between the harness
webbing and the wearers body,
potentially causing injury. Always
refer to instruction for use supplied
with the specific harness concerning
correct fitting and adjusting.

Before starting

Getting started

Hold harness by back D-Ring,
which is often held in place by a
D-Ring pad, make certain straps
are not twisted.

STEP 2
Shoulder straps

Slip harness over arms and
onto shoulders. Make certain
all straps are not tangled
and hang freely.

STEP 3
Leg straps

Reach between your legs
and grasp the leg strap on
your left side. Bring the
strap up between your legs
and connect it with the buckle
on the left side. Connect the
right leg strap using the
same procedure. 

STEP 4
Chest straps

Attach the chest strap buckle
to the corresponding opposite
side buckle.

STEP 5
Waist Belt (if present)

STEP 6
Adjust harness to a snug fit

Attach the waist strap buckle
to the corresponding opposite
side buckle.

Adjust shoulder straps to a snug fit with the
Vertical Torso Adjusters. The left and right
sides of shoulder straps should be adjusted
to the same length and the chest strap should
         be centred on your lower chest, approx.
          15 cm down from shoulder. The front
           D-Ring on the vest style harness is
            moved up or down by adjusting the
             shoulder straps and leg straps. 
               Centre the back D-Ring between
                 your shoulder blades.

A properly donned and adjusted full body

harness will effectively distribute impact
forces throughout your body and provide

appropriate support during suspension and

rescue following a fall.

Note: On applicable models, the back

(dorsal) D-Ring can be repositioned up or

down on the harness webbing as needed 

for a correct fit. Re-adjust leg straps to a
snug fit. At least 8 cm of webbing must
extend past the buckle on the leg straps.

Adjust the waist belt (if present).

You’re ready to go!
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3M™ DBI-SALA® 
ExoFit NEX™ Harnesses
The ExoFit NEX harness gives workers the freedom and confidence to function
to their maximum.

Innovative safety devices and design features allow workers to  work smart, fast and safe increasing productivity. 
Designed using soft yet extremely durable anti-absorbent, abrasion resistant webbing of lasting strength, 
harnesses can withstand the most severe demands, day in, day out. They are built to perform to the highest 
standards in the harshest environments. 140 kg capacity.
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3M™ DBI-SALA® ExoFit NEX™ Harnesses

1.98 (6'6")

1.93 (6'4")

1.88 (6'2")

1.83 (6'0")

1.78 (5'10")

1.73 (5'8")

1.68 (5'6")

1.63 (5'4")

1.58 (5'2")

1.52 (5'0")

1.47 (4'10")
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Moulded Lanyard Keepers
Easy holstered snap hooks
breakaway to avoid trip hazard.

Covered Labels
A Velcro® cover protects
harness labels.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Repel™

Technology Webbing 
Water repellent to reduce
attraction of mould and dirt -
also has up to 5 times more
abrasion resistance.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Duo-Lok™

Quick Connect Buckles 
Lightweight one-handed use
with memory-fit web-lock ensures
fast, non-slipping connections.

Integrated Suspension 

Relief Straps 
Provide an adjustable, continuous
loop for post fall, offering
suspension relief.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Revolver™

Vertical Torso Adjusters 
Simple and fast adjustments
that eliminate loose ends
and lock into place,
preventing slippage.

Stand Up Dorsal D-ring 
Patented spring-loaded design
automatically stands-up, ensuring
fast, easy and safe connections to
your fall arrest system.

Built-in Impact Indicators 
Rip-stitch indicators allow you to
inspect the harness at a glance,
for prior damaging impact loads.

Weight Capacity     140 kg.

Sizing chart

1

4

4

5

5

6

6

2

3

3

2

1

7

7

8

8
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3M™ DBI-SALA® ExoFit NEX™ 
Harnesses with Belt

3M™ DBI-SALA® ExoFit NEX™ 
Suspension Harnesses

Work positioning side D-rings available

Adjustable chest straps

Adjustable waist strap with back pad

Comfort padding feature

Rigid shoulder caps

Rigid hip padding loops

Carrying pocket available

Certified to EN358 & EN361

Pending DOSH SIRIM approval

Pending DOSH SIRIM approval

Comfort padding feature

Rigid hip padding loops

Adjustable shoulder straps

Suspension attachment D-ring points available

Certified to EN358, EN361 & EN813

Model Size Chest Buckle / Leg Buckle / Waist Buckle Weight

1113910 S 2.75kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113911 M 2.81kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113912 L 2.86kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113913 XL 3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle 2.92kg

Model Size Chest Buckle / Leg Buckle Weight

1113960 S 2.20kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113961 M 2.30kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113962 L 2.40kg3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle

1113963 XL 3M™ DBI-Sala® Duo-Lok™ Quick Connect Buckle 2.50kg
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3M™ Protecta®

Fall Arrest Harnesses
The new generation of Fall Arrest Harnesses.

The new 3M Protecta Fall Arrest Harness range – raising the bar but not the price.

3M Protecta Fall Arrest Harnesses provide reliable protection, comfort and convenience; now with upgraded 
features and a sleek, modern look – all at an enhanced features including soft and comfortable webbing, 
Auto-resetting lanyard keepers as well as softer and more durable hip padding.
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All models

Conveniently placed

front fall arrest D-ring

helps you stay

balanced and centred*

Auto-resetting lanyard

keeper provides easy

parking and release of

snap hooks or carabiners*

Hook and loop web ends

- no loose web ends help

you stay comfortable and

tangle-free

*Applicable models with front fall arrest D-ring only

*Compared to previous model

NEW

NEW

Old
Pad

New
Pad

Pass through buckles

Weight Capacity

140 kg.

Softer and more

robust hip pad is

3x thicker* for

extra comfort

Durable and sturdy

belt for tool bag

carrying convenience

1

2

3

4 Modern black

components D-ring

4

5 Soft and comfortable

webbing

5

6
Impact indicators make

it simple to inspect the

harness for damage and

help ensure it’s safe to use*

6
7

1

2

1

2

Protected labels for

long-term identification
and inspection

7

3

2

1

Features and benefits

Comfort belt style harness
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DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved

3M™ Protecta® Standard Vest 
Style Fall Arrest Harness

3M™ Protecta® Comfort Belt 
Style Fall Arrest Harness

Certified to EN361

Certified to EN361

Certified to EN361 
& EN358

Dorsal D-ring available

Dorsal D-ring available

Comfort padding belt

Sternal D-ring available

2 x Pectoral D-ring available

Dorsal D-ring available

Adjustable shoulder straps

Adjustable chest straps

Sternal D-ring available

Adjustable leg straps

Adjustable shoulder straps

Adjustable waist strap 
with belt

Pass through buckles

Adjustable leg straps

Pass through buckles

Pass through buckles

Work positioning side 
D-rings available

Adjustable shoulder straps

Adjustable leg straps

Pending DOSH SIRIM 
approval

Model

1161753

Size

M/L

Weight

1.16kg

Model

1161619

Size

M/L

Weight

1.26kg

Model

1161755

1161756

Size

S

M/L

Weight

1.85kg

1.90kg
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3M™ Protecta® Comfort Belt 
Style Fall Arrest Harness

Comfort padding belt

Dorsal D-ring available

2 x Pectoral D-ring available

Adjustable chest straps

Pass through buckles

Adjustable shoulder straps

Adjustable leg straps

Certified to EN361 
& EN358

Pending DOSH SIRIM approval

Adjustable waist strap 
with belt

Work positioning side 
D-rings available

Model

1161637

Size

M/L

Weight

2.00kg

Sizing chart

M/L
(Medium/Large)

S
(Small)

1.98

1.93

1.88

1.83

1.78

1.73

1.68

1.63

1.58

1.52

1.47

36 42 48 54 60 66

Weight - Kg (Lbs.)

H
e
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h

t 
- 

M
 (

F
t.

/
In

.)

72 78 84 90 96

XL
(Extra
Large)
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Protecta® P50 Harnesses

3-points adjustment full body harness with dorsal D-ring
139000

5-points adjustment full body harness with dorsal D-ring
1390010

5-points adjustment full body harness with chest and dorsal D-ring
1390024

5-points adjustment full body harness with chest & dorsal 
D-ring, and work positioning belt

1390033

Attachment

One dorsal D-ring 

for fall arrest

Adaptability

Adjustable chest

and thigh strips

Ergonomic

Ideally positioned

sit-strap for

extended comfort

Material

44mm

Polyester web

Colour

Dual-color

webbing for

easy wearing

Attachment Adaptability Ergonomic Material Colour

One dorsal D-ring 

for fall arrest
Adjustable chest,

shoulder and

thigh strips

Ideally positioned

sit-strap for

extended comfort

44mm

Polyester web

Dual-color

webbing for

easy wearing

Attachment Adaptability Ergonomic Material Colour

One chest & dorsal

D-ring for rescue

& fall arrest

Adjustable chest

and thigh strips

Ideally positioned

sit-strap for

extended comfort

44mm

Polyester web

Dual-color

webbing for

easy wearing

Attachment Adaptability Ergonomic Material Colour

One chest & dorsal

D-ring for rescue

& fall arrest, side

D-ring for work

positioning

Adjustable chest

and thigh strips

Ideally positioned

sit-strap for

extended comfort

44mm

Polyester web

Dual-color

webbing for

easy wearing

DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved
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3M™ DBI-SALA® Suspension Trauma 
Safety Straps 9501403

3M™ DBI-SALA® Suspended 
Workman’s Chair 1001378

The suspension trauma straps are 
designed to prevent suspension 
trauma while a worker is awaiting 
rescue. It allows the worker, who 
is suspended, to stand up in their 
harness and to relieve the pressure 
being applied to the arteries and 
veins around the top of the legs. 
Has a weight capacity of 190kg.

The 3M™ DBI-SALA® Suspended Workman’s Chair is designed to be 
both easy on the wearer’s body and effective as personal fall protection 
equipment. The pass-through style waist belt provides a comfortable 
fit while the foot rest prevents the worker’s feet from dangling. It offers 
comfortable fall protection assurance for personnel performing work on 
the tubing or monkey board.

• 15” x 18” x 0.75” (38.1 x 45.7 x 1.9 cm) rigid board

• Built-in suspension rings with Saflok™ carabiner

• Bags at sides allow for convenient storage of tethered tools

• Pass-through style waist belt for a comfortable fit

Watch how the suspension 
trauma straps work here:

rb.gy/nqxxd0

Note: Accessories & workseats do not require DOSH SIRIM approval.
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3M™ Lanyards
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Choosing the right lanyard.
Lanyards are split into 3 distinct types, each with a specific purpose: shock absorbing 
lanyards (with absorber), restraint lanyards (no absorber), and work positioning lanyards.

Shock Absorbing Lanyards

Restraint Lanyards

Work Positioning Lanyards

These lanyards are for use 
in situations where a user is 
exposed to a potential risk of 
fall. Whether they are made of 
rope or of webbing, whether 
they are adjustable or not, shock 
absorbing lanyards incorporate a 
shock absorbing system to ensure 
forces are limited in  a fall to 
under 6 kN.

A connecting lanyard must 
only be used for restraining 
purposes. In no case should the 
user be able to manoeuvre in 
an area where there is a risk of 
falling. The restraint system is 
precisely defined for each place 
where it will be used.

A work positioning lanyard 
when used in conjunction with a 
belt/harness with a belt allows 
the user to work in comfort, 
whilst keeping both hands free. 
Normally a work position system 
would be used in conjunction 
with a fall arrest system.
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Shock Absorbing Lanyards

3M™ DBI-SALA® EZ-Stop™ Shock Absorbing Lanyard

Shock Pack 
Smaller & lighter. Rated to 130 kg max. user weight.

Body Connector 
Aluminium Twist Lock or Triple Lock 

options for greater security.

Revolutionary 3M™ DBI-SALA®  

HI-10™ Energy Absorbing Technology 
5 x stronger than steel, extremely

compact and durable.

Identification Labels 
Easy to access, fully protected.

Nylon Reflector Strips 
Better visibility in low light conditions.

1

1

2

2

3
3

4

4

3M™ DBI-SALA® EZ-Stop™ Expander 
Shock Absorbing Lanyard 1245534

• Length 2m

• Twin leg scaffold hook with gate opening of 60mm

• Weight 1.5kg

•  Elasticated webbing reduces length by up to 50cm 
when not under tension.

• Reduced trip or snarling hazard.

• Leg material - 35mm polyester webbing.

Certified to EN355

DOSH SIRIM Approved
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Work Positioning & Restraint Lanyard

3M™ DBI-SALA® Work Positioning 
Rope Trigger Lanyard 1200312

3M™ PROTECTA® PRO™ Rope Restraint 
Lanyard AL432/1 / 1260537

• Adjustable to 5m

•  User end connector: 3M™ DBI-SALA® EZ-Stop™ 

WrapBax™ Hook made of aluminium with gate 
opening of 21mm

•  Lanyard end connector: Screw carabiner made of 
aluminium with gate opening of 21mm

• Weight 0.92kg

• Braided rope, diameter 11mm

• Has protective cover over the trigger

Certified to EN358

• Length 1.3m

•  User end connector: Stainless steel screw carabiner 
with gate opening of 17mm

•  Twin leg stainless steel scaffold hook with gate 
opening of 50mm

• Weight 1.39kg

• Polyamide braided rope, diameter 10.5mm

Certified to EN358

Pending DOSH SIRIM approval

Pending DOSH SIRIM approval
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Protecta™ P50 line has a broad portfolio of fall protection equipment from basic 
harnesses and lanyards to complex industry specific anchorage connectors for all usage.

• Economically priced that meet CE performance standard.

• Universal sized harness that fits most shapes and sizes

• Polyester webbing for durability

• 12mm Polyamide twisted rope lanyard (tested to En 354:2002)

Twin leg shock absorbing rope lanyard
with one carabiner and two scaffold hooks

1390235

Twin leg shock absorbing rope lanyard 

with one carabiner and two scaffold hooks

1390398

Protecta™ P50 provides great features that allow the user to choose the 

right model for personal preference and job constraints. 

Auto-lock 
Carabiner

Screw-lock 
Carabiner

Scaffold 
Carabiner

Protecta™ P50 Lanyards and Carabiners

Hook

Two scaffold
hooks

Length

2 meters

Material

12mm polyamide
twisted rope

Carabiner

One auto-closed
Screw-lock carabiner

Two scaffold 12mm polyamide
twisted rope

One auto-closed and
auto-lock carabiner

Two scaffold 12mm polyamide
twisted rope

One auto-closed
Screw-lock carabiner

Hook

Two scaffold
hooks

Length

2 meters

Material

12mm polyamide
twisted rope

Carabiner

One auto-closed and
auto-lock carabiner

DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved
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Housing Construction
Thermoplastic - When lightweight is key 
Aluminium - When ultimate durability is required.

Lifeline Material
Galvanised cable, stainless steel  cable or 
web / synthetic lifeline material for varying 
environments.

Sealed Design
For harsh/corrosive environments like Oil & Gas 
applications.

Retrieval 
Ideal for confined space rescue /retrieval 
applications for easy implementation of 
rescue plan solutions.

RSQ™ Dual Mode Design 
Built-in rescue allows user to be lowered 
after a fall arrest either automatically or 
manually.

3M™ DBI-SALA®

FAST-Line™ Cable 
Allows user to replace lifeline assembly 
in the field (available for 3M™ DBI-
SALA® Sealed-Blok™ SRL only).

Harness Mount 
Direct connection takes the hassle out 
of fall protection.

Choosing the right Self-Retracting Lifeline (SRL)

Self-Retracting Lifelines

DBI-SALA® and Protecta® are fall protection brands leading the developmen to 
finnovative, reliable and versatile SRLs.
Our innovations include retractable lifelines, sealed SRLs, dual mode rescue SRLs, 3-way SRL with built in retrieval and fall impact indicator. 
These important safety innovations have now been widely adopted and appreciated by customers across all sectors of industry.

Whether your application requires single or twin-leg configurations, mounting to an overhead anchor or for connection directly to a harness, 
there are numerous models to choose from to suit almost any application.

Considerations when choosing your SRL:
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Protecta™ P50 line has a broad portfolio of fall protection equipment 
from basic harnesses and lanyards to complex industry specific 
anchorage connectors for all usage.

Trusted
3M™ DBI-SALA® continues to set the standard for quality in fall protection. 
The Sealed-Blok SRL family has a fully comprehensive line of sealed SRLs 
and decades of proven field service.

Durable
• Stands up to the harshest environments

• Heavy-duty design

• Corrosion resistant

• Stainless steel end-plates

• Aluminium housing

Reliable
• Dynamic components sealed inside the housing (IP69K rated)

• Protects from particles entering product

• Protected against complete or continuous submersion in water

• Decades of service

• Field proven in the world’s toughest environments

• Design extends maintenance intervals and product longevity

Typical Applications 

Oil rig drilling

Confined space

Saltwater environments

Dirty environments
Sewage plants

Typical Markets

Oil and gas

Off-shore wind energy

Mining

Marina

Utilities

Waste water treatment 

Municipalities

3M™ DBI-SALA® Sealed-Blok™ 
Self-Retracting Lifelines
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141 kg Weight Capacity
Higher capacity for operator and tools.

Secondary Anchorage Point
Certifiedfor“droppedobjects” ProtectionRated
forfallarrest if primary anchor fails.

Anti-Ratcheting Design 
Stays locked on rigid and non-rigid (horizontallifeline)anchors.

Ergonomic Cable Handle
Provides added comfort and ease-of-use when making connections.

3M™ DBI-SALA® FAST-Line™

Provides the user with ability toreplace
thelifelineinthefield. Eliminates the 
need to service / reset the brake after a 
fall arrest.

Sealed Design (PatentPending)
Ensuresefficient,safeoperation under all working 
conditions - the onlySRLtomeetIP69Ksealedrating.

1

Carrying Handle
Built-in design for easy transport with improved 
ergonomics.

2

3M™ DBI-SALA® Sealed-Blok™ Self 
Retracting Lifeline - RSQ™ Dual Mode Design
Allows user to select between fall arrest mode and 
descent mode.

3

Retrieval Winch4

Self-Locking Swivel Hook
Limits lifeline twisting.

5

Impact Indicator
Provides visual indication of Fall Arrest.

6

1630 kg (3600 lb) Gate
Reduceschancesofaccidental disengagement(“roll-out”).

7

Pivoting Anchorage Loop
Centres the load.

8

Aluminium Housing 
Provides exceptional strength, durability and corrosion resistance.

9

Stainless Steel End-Plate
Durable construction for harsh environments.

10

Tripod/Davit Arm Bracket
No tools required for install.

11

5 mm Diameter Wire Rope
Stainless steel for corrosion resistance.

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Galvanised and Stainless 
Steel Cable
Abrasion resistant and corrosion 
resistant lifeline options.

13
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3M™ DBI-SALA® Dual-Mode Descent
Work and rescue with the same equipment with the built-in rescue operation of our 
dual-mode descent technology. Lower your cost of ownership with no separate rescue 
equipment required.

A speed-sensing brake stops 

the fall, reduces forces imposed 

on the user to safe levels, and 

allows for assisted rescue via 

hand, by pole, or a traditional 

assisted rescue operation.

A speed-sensing brake stops 

the fall, and a centrifugal brake 

instantly activates to lower the 

user at a controlled speed to 

the next level or ground.

Fall arrest mode Automatic descent mode
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3400956 3400961

3400986 3400971

3400867

Model Weight
RSQ

Design

Cable

Length
Cable Material Connector Material

Retrieval

Winch

3400956

3400961

3400867

3400986

3400971

15m

15m

25m

40m

40m

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Galvanized

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

Galvanized

14.9kg

13.0kg

22.0kg

30.0kg

26.0kg

DOSH SIRIM Approved DOSH SIRIM Approved DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM ApprovedDOSH SIRIM Approved
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Maintain safe fall distances for improved worker safety

Compact

Nano-Lok is ergonomically designed for ease-of-use and is ideal for direct 
connection to most harnesses. And at only 725 g, it’s virtually unnoticeable 
on your back, stays out of the way and can be easily used as a lanyard 
replacement.

Versatile

Whether your application requires single or twin leg configurations, mounting 
to an overhead anchor or for connection directly to a harness, there are more 
than 10 models to choose from to suit almost any application.

3M™ DBI-SALA® Nano-Lok™

Web Self-Retracting Lifelines

Single Leg Connector

Twin Leg Connector

Safe

Nano-Lok locks quickly - stopping a fall within inches - providing more protection 
at low heights. In addition, tension is always kept on the lifeline, which reduces 
dragging, snagging and trip falls. Both features are key safety improvements.
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Single Leg Anchorage

Connector
� Attaches directly to back of
 most harnesses - no separate
 carabiner required.

� Installs to web, leaving dorsal
 D-ring open for other equipment
 or rescue.

• Design provides snug fit to
 worker’s back eliminates
 nuisance “flopping”.

Swivelling Anchorage Loop
Limits lifeline twisting for
smoother operation.

Impact-Resistant Housing
High-strength housing provides
maximum durability.

Automatic Quick-

Activating Arrestor
� Stops falling worker within
 inches - reduces fall distances
 and average arresting forces to
 6 kN or less.

� Advanced webbing (thickness
 1.5 mm, width 20 mm).

Impact Indicator
� Integrated shock absorber
 provides visual indication of
 a fall.

� Very short shock absorber
 deployment length: 50 cm
 requires small clearance.

Meets or Exceeds

Industry Standards
EN360 : 2002.

1

Compatible with a Shoulder

or Foot Connection
Improve safety by allowing a
shoulder and foot level connection
for 141 kg capacity.

Extremely Compact 

and Lightweight
At just 725 g this SRL is
extremely lightweight and
along with its compact size,
it is virtually un-noticeable
on your back.

Wide Variety of

Configurations
Provides complete jobsite
versatility and flexibility.

141 kg Weight Capacity
Higher capacity for operator
& tools.

1

4

4

5

5

6

67

7

8

8

2

Retractable Lifeline
Stays locked on rigid and non-rigid
(horizontal lifeline) anchors.

2

3

1630 kg Gate
Reduces chances of
accidental disengagement
(roll-out) for added safety.

3
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3M™ DBI-SALA® Nano-Lok™

XL Web Self-Retracting Lifeline

3MTM DBI-SALA® 
Nano-LokTM

Twin Leg Web 
Self-Retracting 
Lifeline

• Can be connected at foot level.

• Industry standards. CE EN360:2002.

• Weight capacity 141 kg.

• Weight capacity 141kg

•  Industry standards. CE 
EN360:2002

Providing up to 33% more lifeline 
to the user. The additional length 
increases the anchorage options 
for the user and further establishes 
Nano-Lok as the most versatile 
personal SRL on the market.

3101617

3101270

3103867

3101719

Model WeightCable Length Connector Type Gate Opening Connector Material

3101617

3101867

3.4m

6.0m

Captive Eye

Swivel Snap Hook

19mm

19mm

Aluminium

Steel

1.2kg

3.0kg

Scaffold Hook

Model WeightCable Length Connector Type Gate Opening Connector Material

3101270

3101719

2.0m

2.0m

Rebar Hook

Scaffold Hook

57.0mm

63.5mm

Aluminium

Aluminium

2.62kg

2.06kg

DOSH SIRIM Approved DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved DOSH SIRIM Approved
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3M™ Protecta® Rebel™ 
Self-Retracting Lifeline
Total compliance, absolute confidence.

Rebel SRLs are available with a heavy duty aluminium or a durable lightweight thermoplastic housing, 
providing an economical fall protection solution without compromising on performance or safety. 
Integrated ergonomic carrying handle and top swivel connector ensure easy transport and installation. 
Built-in fall indicator hook allows visual yearly inspection. Rebel Cable blocks meets the latest CE sharp 
edge certification when used with an extension sling.
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3

4

5

6

2

1

140 kg Weight Capacity
High capacity allows for use by most 

users and tools ensuring the highest 

level of safety.

Side Cable Exit
Allows best alignment of the cable and 

minimises cable guide wear.

4

Ergonomic Cable Bumper
Allows the block to align with lifeline and 

avoid any torsion of the cable when the 

user is working.

5

Ergonomic Carrying Handle
Allows easier transportation of the block.

6

Choice of Housing 
(Thermoplastic or 
Aluminium)
Durable thermoplastic for 

lightweight or aluminium for 

ultimate ruggedized housing 

allows for job site flexibility.

2

Galvanized or Stainless
Steel 5 mm Cable or 
High-strength 
polyester webbing
Larger cable diameter for

added strength and safety.

3

Anchor Swivel
Allows the block to align with lifeline and avoid 

any torsion of the cable when the user is working.

1

3M™ Protecta® Rebel™ 
Self-Retracting Lifeline
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31004373100423

3590624
3590625
3590626
3590627
3590628

3590545

The only SRL that complies to 
extreme sharp edge (VG11.054, 
type B, 0 mm radius). Users are 
now able to tie-off at foot level 
with the 6 m Leading Edge Rebel 
without requiring to connect 
the sharp edge extension sling. 
This built-in sharp edge product 
was put through extensive sharp 
edge testing to ensure absolute 
protection against sharp, abrasive 
and leading edges found at 
construction sites.

3591003

Incorporate fall arrest and a 
built-in emergency retrieval 
winch for rescue, making 
them a versatile solution for 
many job sites.

• 15 m SRL with rescue winch

•  Brackets available for easy 
tripod integration

•  Designed for confined space 
applications

•  3590498 - Bracket for 
AM100 Protecta tripod

3590545 12m Galvanized Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 8.5kg

3100423 3m Web Snap Hook Aluminium 1.4kg

3100437 6m Web Snap Hook Thermoplastic 2.2kg

3590626 10m Stainless Steel Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 5.6kg

3590624 6m Galvanized Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 5.3kg

3590625 10m Galvanized Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 5.6kg

3591003 15m Stainless Steel Swivelling Snap Hook Aluminium 11.9kg

3590627 15m Galvanized Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 7.5kg

3590628 15m Stainless Steel Swivelling Snap Hook Thermoplastic 7.5kg

Weight
Retrieval

Winch
Leading

EdgeModel
Cable

Length
Cable

Material
Connector

Type
Housing
Material

DOSH SIRIM Approved DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM Approved

DOSH SIRIM ApprovedDOSH SIRIM Approved
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When the clock starts ticking, you need a 
rescue plan you can count on to rescue you 
quickly and efficiently.

Rescue Systems

Choosing rescue and descent systems

The type of job site, anchor location, working load and limit, and ease of use are some important considerations 
when choosing the appropriate rescue and descent system. A single rescue system cannot efficiently handle 
every scenario, performing well for one application but not another. Some rescue systems are easy to use for 
one application, while others require more skill but can be adapted for use in multiple situations.

We offer a wide variety of Rescue system solutions, including the 3M™ DBI-SALA® Sealed-Blok™ RSQ™ Dual 
Mode Descent SRL (see pages 25-26) and the compact & lightweight 3M™ DBI-SALA® Rollgliss™ R550 System.
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A simple rescue is a safe one. That’s why we created the 3M™ DBI-SALA® Rollgliss™ R550 
Rescue and Descent Device. Its lightweight, compact and intuitive design offers the 
choice of rescue, evacuation, or the versatility of assisted rescue with lifting capabilities. 
From wind and cell towers, to cranes, buildings and more, count on the Rollgliss R550 for 
efficient, effective rescue when you need it most.

Multiple length options 
See below table

Optional ladder bracket 
Sold separately (3320014)

Extremely compact
The R550 is one of the lightest, most 
compact units in its class on the market

Supertough® nylon makes the R550 
rescue wheel lightweight and durable. 
Its ergonomic design provides a better 
grip and more control.

Anchorage 
Used to anchor the device with 
either a carabiner or sling

5

Integrated rope ears 
Allows for additional descent 
speed control in assisted rescues

6

Steel snap hooks 
3/4 in (19 mm) gate opening - 
3,600 lb (16 kN) gate strength

9

Durable rope 
3/8 in. (9.5 mm) Static kernmantle 
Rope NFPA - L rated for durability

8

9

8

Dual brakes 
Automatic descent with added 
security, safety and peace of mind

7

Cast aluminum housing 
Lightweight and extremely durable cast housing

3

3

Bi-directional hub 
Rope ascends or descends from either 
side-which brings one hook up as the other 
goes down-allowing for immediate use after 
each descent

4

4

Rescue wheel 
(Rescue units only)

1

1Drill adapter 
Provides a mechanical 
option to raise a victim. 
Compatible with most
1/4 in. cordless hand 
drillset IP69K sealed
rating.

2

2

5

66

7

7

3M™ DBI-SALA® Rollgliss™ R550 
Rescue and Descent Device

Smaller. Lighter. Easier. Faster.
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• Use when a victim is out of reach
•  Secure R550 to anchor point and lower a 

second rescuer to victim
• Attach victim to rescuer
• Raise victim to unhook their fall arrest gear
• Descend both rescuer and victim to safety

•  The R550 can be used for custom rescues, like 
an angled descent

• Secure R550 to anchor point on/near ground
• Run the rope up a pulley above the victim
• Raise victim to unhook their fall arrest gear
• Lower victim to the ground, away from structure

One unit. Many possibilities.

Specifications:

Always refer to user manual and seek proper training before 
attempting rescue and descent options.

• Secure R550 to anchor point
•  Connect the snap hook to dorsal or 

front D-ring of harness
• Descend safely to the ground

• Secure R550 to anchor point
• Get into position above the victim
• Attach snap hook to victim
• Raise victim to unhook their fall arrest gear
• Descend victim safely to the ground

Emergency escape Assisted rescue

Pick-off rescue Custom rescue

Max. descent height
(1 person)

Max. descent height
(1 person)

1640 ft. (500 m) 1640 ft. (500 m)

Max. descent height
(2 person)

Max. descent height
(2 person)

575 ft. (175 m) at 620 lb.
(282 kg)

575 ft. (175 m) at 620 lb.
(282 kg)

Max. weight Max. weight620 lb. (282 kg) 620 lb. (282 kg)

Max. descent distance Max. descent distance
17,814 ft. (5430 m) at 310 lb.
(141 kg)

17,814 ft. (5430 m) at 310 lb.
(141 kg)

Hoisting capacity
(1 person)

Hoisting capacity
(1 person)310 lb. (141 kg) 310 lb. (141 kg)

Max. hoist height
(1 person)

Max. hoist height
(1 person)

33 ft. (10 m) 33 ft. (10 m)

Max. person Max. person2 2
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Model

3307020

3307040*

3307060*

3307080

3307100*

3307120

3307150*

3307175

3307200

3307300

Length

20m

40m

60m

80m

100m

120m

150m

175m

200m

300m

Model

9506162

3620005

3620004

3320003

9504733

2104523

2104529

3320014

9508289

2000112

2000114

Description (Exp R550 descent unit)

Rope bag

4 ft. (1.22 m) Anchoring sling

2.5 ft. (0.76 m) Anchoring sling

Edge protector with carabiner

Pulley

Rescue pole

Rescue pole snap hook adapter

Ladder bracket

Humidity case

Carabiner 11/16 in. (1.75 cm) gate

Carabiner 2-3/16 in. (5.56 cm) gate

* Recommended and focus models in Malaysia

Visit our website to learn more about our accessory products.

Rescue and Descent Units

Accessories

Features a Supertough® nylon rescue wheel. Includes 
carabiner (2), 4 ft. (1.22 m) anchor sling and rope bag.
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3M™ DBI-SALA® 
Self-Rescue Device
Work at height without worrying about hanging 
in your harness for an extended period of time 
after an arrested fall event. Instead of waiting 
for help, lower yourself to safety with the 3M™ 

DBI-SALA® Self-Rescue Device.

Easily Accessible Primary Release Cord1

1

5

2

3

4

6

2 Easy-Link SRL Adapter 
A simple, fast connection point for 
your lanyards or personal SRLs.

3 Molded Padding
Protects the bag from wear and tear.

4 Color-Coded and Reflective 
Elements
Provides greater visibility, even in 
dark situations.

5 Assisted-Rescue and 3M™ 
DBI-SALA® Rescue Pole
Allows for remote access and 
deployment by a colleague.

6 50- and 100-Foot 
Lengths
More flexibility and freedom  
to work at height worry-free.

30 Foot Training Version
(See next page).

Virtually Universal Attachment
The Self-Rescue Device retrofits to 
virtually any safety harness, so you can 
keep wearing the one you’re most 
comfortable using.

Sealed Descent Device and 
Rope Spool
Designed and tested to withstand the 
toughest conditions.
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Lightweight, low 
profile design 
minimizes impact 
on user’s motion. 
Unit width: 7 in.

3320031
Self-Rescue 100

Height: 19 in.,
Width: 7 in.
Depth:  2.5 in., 100 ft. of 

5.5 mm rope.

3320037
Self-Rescue Training Device
This 30-foot trainer device simulates a realistic fall rescue experience, 
allowing you to educate your team on the use of the product. It’s easy to 
rewind the rope on-site, so you can train your team up to 20 times before 
recertification of the device will be required.
Height: 19 in., Width: 7 in.
Depth: 2.5 in., 30 ft. of 5.5 mm rope.

3M™ Rollgliss™ Rescue Ladder 
Anchor 8516316
For mounting rescue ladder to a davit arm or 
single anchorage point.
•  For use with Rollgliss™ Rescue Ladder 

(8516294).

3M™ Rollgliss™ Rescue Ladder 
8516294
Provides a way to assist rescue after a fall has 
occurred. It can be anchored to a structure and 
dropped to the victim, so they can climb up or 
down to safety.
• Available in 8 ft. (2.4 m) sections.
• Extra sections can be added.
• Includes three carabiners for attachment.
•  For use with Rollgliss™ Rescue Ladder 

Anchor (8516316).

19 in.

2.5 in.
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